
Beverlv Tran became an original source August2,200I when her children were legally
beds in the middle of the night when police raided the \.^/rongidnapped from their

Beverly was forced to remain silent, with the threats of
putting her children up for adoption if anything was ever spoken, to witness her children
be tortured, violently raped, attempt suicide, survive attempted murder, overmedicated,
heat attacks, starvation, and the list of horrors continues on.

oil"ftAN During the next four years she lived through the corrupt hell of the foster care system.
Beverly completed a her Bachelor Program at the University of Michigan in
Industrial/Organizational Psychology with a minor in Organizational Communications
going on to finish her Masters, Law Requirements and Doctoral Program in Political
Science Public Policy with an expertise in Advanced Research Methodologies, the first
in the nation to establish a specification of Child Policy at Wayne State University.

With a mastery of investigative tools in hand, Beverly turned the pain of witnessing her children being drugged and
tortured in foster care by copiously analyzing the child welfare system, first hand as a field researcher. Accessing
files, contracts and undercover interviews with foster care workers and administrators, she uncovered one of the
largest fraud schemes in the history of the State of Michigan. After more than four years, the case was dismissed and
her children were sent back home to her.

Her findings allowed her to convince the state to launch a major investigation leading to the shutting down of the 150
year old institution of St. Vincent Sarah Fisher Center, resignation of the State Directors of Department of Human
Services and Department of Information Technology. and the reassignment of her referee from. the bench. Her work
with the U.S. Attorneys Office led to a major settlement in false claims of national health care programs where she

began to consult with the U.S. Department of Justice in Medicaid fraud.

What Beverly realized was that these patterns of fraud exist in every state. She then designed formulas to identify the
systemic errors and to format solutions. This manifested in her book, "Of Parental Rights. The Acquisition of
Goods " which examines the origins of child welfare from ancient property law to its development of U.S. property
law and extraordinary writs. She has twice testified to the U.S. Ways and Means Committee on Medicaid tiaud and
has been involved in Government Accountability Office studies on the psychotropic drugging of foster children.

Using the political arena as a launching pad, Beverly ran for local office as a method to expose the fraud in child
welfare. to provide forthe future well-beins of her children and to make sure no human experiences this asain.

Beverly Tran is forrnally listed on the Michigan Central Registry of Child Abuse and Neglect and currently consults
for the U.S. House Judiciary. She was nominated by the Dean of the Congressional Black Caucus and the Co-founder
of the Progressive Caucus to shale her expertise with these institutions in political campaigns and civil rights icons
who worked with Martin Luther King, Jr.. She has recently been appointed by U.S. Representative John Conyers, Jr.

to the National John Coltrane Jazz Preservation Cornmission.

Beverly has recently begun lecturing in the area of U.S. Copyright Law for music legend George Clinton and is
currently writing legislation for a specific tolling provision in2012.

She has traveled extensively and is proficient in Netherlands and French with familiarity in Spanish and Vietnamese.
She has worked with Larnborshini and Detroit Police Denartment,

Beverly is able to successfully bring this all together as a prolific blogger, an expert in SEO and internet technology.
http ://beverl]'tran. com


